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Shutdown Questioned?

Chief Health Officer addresses questions circulating about a shutdown
Hallie Riley | Campus Editor
During Monday’s Graduate Student Senate
meeting, Chief Health Officer Ben Batey
addressed questions surrounding the likelihood of the university shutting down in the
case of a major outbreak.
“My response to that is . . . everybody
wants one metric. If we hit an x number
of cases, everything shuts down. However,
this fall semester looks very different than
what anyone is used to. We’re used to the
spring when everything shut down and we
sent everybody home. And so that’s what
everybody has in the back of their minds,”
Batey said.
When the virus started to spread, Ohio
saw drastic increases in positive cases, as
well as increases in mortality, Batey noted.
In addition, universities as well as
healthcare systems nationwide were faced
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with a shortage of protective equipment.
“You couldn’t get masks, you couldn’t get
gloves . . . hand sanitizer –– you couldn’t
purchase it in any capacity. There were all
sorts of things that we were up against in the
spring that made it the best public health
decision to send everybody away and shelter
at home,” Batey said.
Overall the lack of preparation, metrics
and information on COVID-19 forced
universities to close their doors.
“Now in the fall, we have a lot of metrics
to look at. It’s not only the number of cases
we’re seeing in students. It would be the
number of cases in faculty and staff, . . .
in the general Bowling Green community,
across Wood County, across Ohio along
with tying that to direct impacts like
increases in healthcare visits . . . as well as
hospitalizations,” Batey said.
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“...we may have to
adapt over the course
of the fall semester,
but I don’t think it will
look like the spring. So
when everybody says
when are we just closing
everything down —
I honestly don’t think
that we will”
— Ben Batey —
Chief Health Officer

Batey emphasized shifting the
conversation from an immediate
university closure to discussing ways to
limit exposure on campus.
“What we would probably be discussing
would be . . . Are we going to do away with
certain in-person activities, so in-person
classroom environments, in-person labs,
in-person events?” Batey said.
Furthermore, Batey stressed that a
university shutdown would be “terrible
public health practice.”
Students, who have been exposed to
a large number of positive cases, would
increase the risk of further contaminating
other communities outside Bowling
Green.
“That’s not really good public health
practice to say, take this to someone else’s
community –– we don’t want it here in
ours. And so we may have to adapt over
the course of the fall semester, but I don’t
think it will look like the spring. So when
everybody says when are we just closing
everything down –– I honestly don’t think
that we will,’’ Batey said. n

“ ...Batey stressed
that a university
shutdown would be
‘terrible public health
practice’ ”
— Ben Batey —

Chief Health Officer
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‘Tenet’ should save theaters, but
might lose audiences in the process
Matt Geiger | Entertainment Reporter
Christopher Nolan, the mastermind behind
the Dark Knight trilogy, “Inception” and
“Interstellar,” has always held true to his
support for the cinematic experience.
With movie theaters taking a major hit
due to COVID-19, the fact his spy-fi thriller,
“Tenet” has opened in theaters at all feels
like an achievement in and of itself. Even
after being delayed three times, “Tenet” has
been widely touted as the film that is going
to keep theaters from going under.
While it does justify many of the reasons
why Nolan’s films deserve to be viewed on
the biggest screen possible, the answer as to
whether or not it’s the movie you should be
risking your safety for isn’t entirely clear.
The film follows the nameless
Protagonist — a CIA operative played
by “BlacKkKlansman” star John David
Washington — as he is recruited by a
top secret organization to help prevent
a renegade Russian oligarch (Kenneth
Branagh) from causing global destruction
with “inverted” nuclear technology.
What this means as far as the story
is concerned is that, in this particular
universe, certain objects have the ability to
travel backwards in time while others move
forward simultaneously. What this means
as far as the viewer is concerned is twoand-a-half hours of visually spectacular and
dizzying action setpieces.
The action is a cut above the average as
the film mainly resorts to practical effects
with little CGI in order to make bullets fly
back into guns, send debris and explosions
back to where they originated and provide a
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whole new understanding of hand-to-hand
combat as men square off while on separate
planes of existence.
With every film he makes, Christopher
Nolan’s creative vision expands alongside
his ambitions as a storyteller, and through
his collaboration with cinematographer
Hoyte van Hoytema and stunt coordinator
George Cottle, “Tenet” features some of his
most innovative and precise choreography.
For all of its visual splendor, however,
the inverted action of “Tenet” cannot be
fully appreciated for what it is because it’s
impossible to simply turn your brain off and
embrace it. All of this, of course, is because
the story itself is needlessly confusing.
Like previous Nolan films, the central
concept provides the foundation for a
story that requires the audience to pay
attention from start to finish. Typically this
is a good thing, but only when the basics
of the concept are clearly defined in a way
audiences can understand.
From the opening scene, “Tenet” is
all style and very little substance as the
Protagonist and his partner, Robert
Pattinson’s Neil, travel from location to
location and meet all manner of characters
along the way, most of whom have little
effect on the plot, unlike Nolan’s tour-deforce “Inception,” which spends the first
hour of its two-and-a-half-hour runtime
fully explaining the titular concept while
still taking the time to develop Leonardo
DiCaprio’s character.
By the end of “Tenet,” it is unlikely that
you will be any closer to comprehending
how inversion works as you are to
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understanding who the Protagonist is. Even
before the time-bending elements start to
weigh heavily on the outcome of the plot,
Nolan, who also wrote the screenplay,
doesn’t even attempt to win over the viewer
by fleshing out both the concept and the
characters. He spends so long trying to, as a
fan might say, “out-Nolan” himself that he
fails to consider how much of the plot the
average person will be able to absorb, all
the while distancing the viewer emotionally
from the characters.
The lack of proper exposition is a
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severe flaw all on its own, but it is further
aggravated by the film’s harsh sound design.
Far too often throughout “Tenet,” but
especially during its pivotal early stages, it
is difficult to hear what the characters are
saying.
Whether it’s because they are wearing
masks, which we can all relate to at this
point, or because the pulsating score by
Ludwig Göransson, best known for his
Oscar-winning work on “Black Panther,”
plays way too loudly while they are
speaking, much of the dialogue is lost.
Because it is hard to both follow the plot and
understand the characters, it unsurprisingly
makes for a baffling viewing experience.
This becomes especially apparent as the
film wears on and becomes heavily reliant
on inversion, throwing all kinds of new
information at the viewer.
Sometimes, this confusion equals
intrigue. Sometimes, there’s so much about
a film that rests beneath the surface that
it couldn’t possibly be all unpacked in one
viewing.
Christopher Nolan’s films have played
out this way before, as their sophisticated
themes have given them an alluring
rewatchability. He can and should be
commended for his ambition, but without
the clarity of a fully coherent plot and a
three-dimensional protagonist to guide
us through it — and maybe even some
subtitles, too — it might not be worth your
time to potentially dance with the coronadevil in order to see “Tenet” now. Unlike the
Protagonist and company, you’ve got all the
time in the world. n
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YOUR LIFE
You never know who
might not show up
the next day
RC | Entertainment Editor
I’ll never forget the feeling in my gut on
Sept. 3.
The same feeling of existential dread that’s
fluctuated on-and-off since July when I had
to drag it behind me at a draining summer
job for nearly 55 hours a week. A job I
eventually quit after not being able to take it
anymore. The same feeling that permeates
both in-and-out of my head as my mind
deals with both OCD and ADHD diagnoses’
and my scalp struggles to fall asleep
suffering with scalp folliculitis. The same
feeling that outright kills any motivation I
might have to work on my music or do some
form of workout — both proven forms of
medicine for me that I love with a passion.
The same feeling I feel in the wake of July
10 — the day where I finally kicked a six-year
addiction to pornography. With a mind now
desensitized and hyper-sexualized, nihilism
forms easier as attempts to rid my world of
its darkness often fall flat. The same feeling
that’s lingered ever since Feb. 3, when I
lost my now ex-girlfriend for good after a
drawn-out breakup. While I wouldn’t say I
was treated “well” during the relationship,
I don’t at all consider that an indictment of
her. I tried my best to give her the world, but
in the end, it was just a weight she wasn’t
ready to carry and I struggled to understand
why. I know I can be a lot to love, but it’s
never an easy pill to swallow thinking you’re
not good enough as the idea of love slowly
disintegrates around you.
The same feeling that — despite having
a wonderful evening with friends just prior
— drove me to go for a nighttime walk on
Sept. 12 after still feeling incredibly lonely.
Although seemingly having the respect of all
of my peers, all I ever feel is alone. That very
feeling led me to cross the street and hope
that a car would just hit me and put me out
of my misery. And that very same feeling has
also led me to telling some of my dearest
companions that I felt like by the time I was
25, I would either be dead or locked up in
some form of mental institution.
On Sept. 3, after enduring the abusive
relationship I often have with myself, I
called the Suicide Prevention Hotline for

the first time in my life. And yet, despite
everything I just mentioned, when I told a
friend I did so on Sept. 7, she was shocked
because I always act like everyday is the best
day ever.

“On Sept. 3, after
enduring the abusive
relationship I often have
with myself, I called
the Suicide Prevention
Hotline for the first time
in my life.”
— RC —

Entertainment Editor
That’s who I am to everyone: RC. “The
Bandana Guy.” I treat everyone the way
I wish I was treated, and I believe there’s
so much more to life than meets the eye.
But behind the “Bandana,” I’m just Ryan
Cummings. I’m a broken man from a broken
home. I don’t know how much longer I have
on this earth, but I very rarely show that
in person because when I’m gone I want
people to remember the former as opposed
to the latter. But not everyone wears their
heart on a sleeve like I do and is as willing
to talk about the battles they fight on a daily
basis.
This National Suicide Prevention
Awareness Month, treat everyone the same
way you would treat someone like me after
reading what you just read about me. You
never know who might not show up the next
day.
If you or someone you know is struggling
with depression or has had thoughts of
harming themselves or taking their own
life, reach out to the Wood County Crisis
Line (419-502-4673) or The National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline (1-800-273-8255).
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Tips to improve mental health
and practice self-care
Amelia Roberts | Opinion Editor
Mental health is a very important part of
everyone’s life, but unfortunately it can
often be pushed aside and forgotten about.
It’s important to make sure you are paying
attention and taking care of our mental
health because it can drastically affect our
lives. So, if you haven’t been paying enough
attention to your mental health, here are 20
ways to practice self-love and self-care:

Take a hot shower or bath
Taking a hot shower or bath can be a nice
way to relax and it gives you time to be
alone with your thoughts (and without your
phone). It’s one of the most basic forms of
self-care, which can often be forgotten when
your mental health isn’t doing too well.

Eat food that will nourish your body
Although it may be easier to bury your head
in a bag of Flamin’ Hot Cheetos, when your
mental health is at stake, it’s even more
important than normal to eat something
that will actually nourish your body. Eating
some fruits and veggies could be really good
for you and still enjoyable.
Drink plenty of water
This is another basic form of self-care, but
unfortunately it’s one people easily neglect
when their mental health isn’t doing the
best. Being dehydrated can severely affect
many things; not only with your mental
health, but your physical health as well. Just
drinking a couple of bottles a day can make
a big impact.
Exercise, even if it’s just a short walk
As much as you just want to lay in bed all
day when you’re not doing well mentally,
according to Healthline, exercise releases
the chemical dopamine in your brain (aka
happiness). Even just a walk around the
block can make you feel a lot better.

Get a full night’s sleep
While it might seem easy to some, a lot of
people who struggle with mental health
can also struggle with insomnia along with
it. Sleep is necessary to function properly
in any way, but it’s especially a necessity
when it comes to mental health. Not getting
enough sleep can severely affect your
thoughts, which is the last thing you need
when your mental health is in decline.
Tidy up your living space
Everyone likes the space they’re living
in much more when it’s clean. Now, it
definitely can be too much sometimes to
tackle your entire depression room, but
something as simple as taking out your
trash, folding clothes or even making your
bed can make you feel more comfortable in
the space you’re living.

Start saying no to people/things
A lot of people run into an issue of
filling up their schedule with things and
commitments that they actually don’t really
want to do, because they don’t know how to
say ‘no.’ Saying ‘no’ to things you don’t want
to do or don’t have the energy for will free
up much time to focus on yourself, and do
things that you actually like.
Write in a journal
Writing in a journal is a very positive way to
practice self-care. While making and posting
a private thought on Twitter or Instagram
and regretting it later, in a journal, you don’t
have to worry about that. In a journal, you
can freely write anything you’re feeling and
get it all out, without having to feel bad
about it later.

Spend time outdoors
Again, as much as you might want to stay in
bed all day, getting out in the sun is good for
you when you’re mentally drained. Whether
that be going for a walk, reading a book
outside or even just sitting outside in the sun,
feeling the sun on your skin is a definite mood
booster, as well as a great way to relax.

Visit bgfalconmedia.com for more.

What is one way you take care
of your mental health?

EMMA PIERCE
Junior | Education

“I try to journal
every morning
and then
sometimes
every night
about what I’m
grateful for, and
then also in the
morning what’s
on my mind,
just to get it all
out on paper
so I can see it
from a different
perspective.
That’s what I like
to do.”

“I try to get out
and either run or
walk everyday,
and if I can’t do
that usually a
little bit of yoga.
Just some sort of
SARAH SUTHERLAND a little physical
Freshman | IEC Education movement.”
“One way I
practice self
care is just
making sure I
still make time
for my friends,
and I’m not just
focusing on my
SYDNEY NEWBY
Sophmore | International schoolwork all
the time.”
Studies & Spanish

Create a routine and stick to it
Creating a routine for yourself can be very
helpful when you’re struggling with mental
health. It gives you the feeling of control
over your day, and it can get all of the things
you’re stressed about in order. You’ll worry
less about missing something or being late
to something, which can definitely take
some stress away.
Try doing daily affirmations
Telling yourself positive thoughts is an
incredible way to practice self-love. The
more you say something, the more you
start to believe it. The more you positively
reaffirm yourself, the more you will start to
believe they are true (which they are).

PEOPLEON
THESTREET
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“I usually take
Saturday off
from doing
school work,
just to like take
time for myself
and like watch
a movie, and do
SAVANNAH NEWMAN
things I enjoy.”
5th Year | HDFS
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BGSU Esports underway for fall semester
Andrew Bailey | Copy Chief
BGSU’s fall sports may have been postponed, but BGSU Esports will continue to
crack their knuckles, pick up their controllers and settle in front of their monitors.
BGSU Esports was started by a group of
students with two things in common: a love
for video games and a desire to mix that
love with their competitive spirit.
And this love of gaming remains at the core
of the organization under President Mat Corfee.
They play a wide variety of competitive
games, including “League of Legends,”
“Rainbow Six Siege,” “Overwatch,”
“Counter-Strike: Global Offensive,” “Call of
Duty” and “Hearthstone,” among others.
“Pretty much any first-person shooter
we’ve got a team for. And then there’s a
couple of outliers like ‘Hearthstone,’

‘Smash Bros.’ and ‘Rocket League,’”
Corfee said.
And they’ve seen success for some of
these games, most notably “Call of Duty.”
“Our ‘Call of Duty’ team, if I’m not
mistaken, was at one point third in the
region and 13th in the country. So they were
definitely way up on top,” he said. “The rest
of our teams are great but those guys just
stomped. They had insane coordination and
it was very, very impressive.”
The “Hearthstone” team has achieved a
notable placement as well, making it to the
finals of a tournament they competed in
over the summer.
As for the upcoming semester’s
competitions, Corfee sees BGSU Esports
reaching even greater heights.
“Those are two teams that I know have
made it quite far up the ladder already,”

he said. “This upcoming semester we’ve
got a lot of new players and a lot of roster
changes for these teams, so I expect to
see a lot of different things come out from
these people.”
They plan to add more games to their
competitive list this semester as well,
including Riot Games’ summer release
“Valorant,” the clumsy jellybean party
royale “Fall Guys” and possibly even
electronic chess.
“A lot of these new games are still in the
planning stage, like possibly bringing a
‘Fortnite’ team back together, so I’m not sure
yet if they’ll come to fruition,” Corfee said.
Starting a team for a new game is as
simple as gathering a group of players to fill
out a full team, — which varies from game
to game — finding tournaments to play in,
paying the lab and competitive fees — which

provide funding for the organization —
and notifying Corfee or another officer of
the idea.
“We’ve tried to make it as streamlined
as possible so people can play what they
want to as quickly as they can,” Corfee said.
“We’ve never said no to a team. As long as
you’ve got the bare minimum you’re pretty
much good.”
They’ve never had a shortage of players
for a team either, often having double or
triple the amount of players necessary. But
an overflow of players doesn’t mean people
are left on the wayside.
Last semester, they had 24 players for
“Overwatch,” which is a team-based game
of six vs. six that Corfee coached. With six
starters and six substitutions, Corfee had to
be creative with how he included the rest of
the interested players.

continued on page 7
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BGSU Esports

“We’re ready to show
people that BG is a force
to be reckoned with.”

continued from page 5

“We had a competitive team and a
fundamentals team, which were players
that could become competitive but needed
a little bit more time playing with a team,
getting their coordination up, getting that
game sense ready,” he said.
But high-stakes competitive gaming
in tournaments against teams from the
MAC and all over the country isn’t the only
space for passionate gamers to fit in.
Creating a space for people “to just enjoy
games for what they are” is something that
Corfee emphasizes to the members.
With over 300 members, not everyone
has the skill to, or even wants to, play their
favorite games competitively.
“At its core, BGSU Esports is just a
place for people who love video games,”
Corfee said. “We try to make it as fun and
comfortable of an area as possible for
people to come and play and discuss what
they love.”
They host events like BG Battlegrounds,
where “everyone just shows up and
plays ‘Smash (Bros.)’ with each other.”
Sometimes they have tournaments,
but they also have areas designated for
“goofing off,” where players can turn on
items and map hazards and enjoy the
game without the competitive trappings.
They also hosted a watch party for last
year’s “Overwatch” Grand Finals, with
more than 50 people showing up.
“It’s just a lot of little things, where
a like-minded community just gets
together and does things. We don’t always
play video games either,” Corfee said,
referencing Discord watch parties they’ve
had for movies.
Creating a space where everyone
respects one another, no matter their skill
level, is important to Corfee, as toxicity is a
prevalent issue in the gaming community.
“When I became president, my biggest
focus was eliminating the ‘toxic-gamer
cultures’ that so many people have
associated with esports,” he said. “For
so long, people have been able to get
away with that (toxicity). From day one, I
wanted to make sure there was going to be
no hate of any kind in this organization,
and that’s something my officers and I
stand firmly against.”
Corfee hasn’t met anyone in BGSU
Esports that displays this toxicity, but
he wants to make sure that everyone,
especially new members, knows they

won’t be judged or made fun of for their
skill level or how much they know about a
game.
And creating this wholesome
community is something Corfee couldn’t
do without his officers — the executive
board of BGSU Esports.
“With how many people are messaging
me every day for help and how much stuff
I’m always working on in the background,
this organization wouldn’t function
without them, so I have to thank them for
that,” he said.

— Mat Corfee —
President
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“I’m always really
excited to see people
let loose and just ramble
about what they love,
because they know
everyone else will be
there to listen and not
judge them.”
— Mat Corfee —
President

And like everyone involved, Corfee and
the officers are passionate about games as
well, and enjoy seeing others participate
in these discussions.
“I’m always really excited to see people
let loose and just ramble about what they
love, because they know everyone else will
be there to listen and not judge them,”
Corfee said.
Creating this sense of community and
companionship among the body of the
organization happens at a smaller level
too, as Corfee emphasized the bond he
encourages each competitive team to form.
When Corfee coached the “Overwatch”
team, both the competitive and
fundamentals teams often went out to

dinner together and socialized away from
their controllers, he said.
“If you’re not friends you’re not gonna be
good teammates,” he said. “When you’re
working with people you enjoy working
with, your chances of improving and being
an effective player really increase.
“For Overwatch, I told them to work as
one team of six people, as opposed to a
team of six individuals.”
And through these bonds, in
competitive teams and as a whole
organization, they’ve been able to reach
milestones that help legitimize esports as
a competitive sport to look out for.
One of these ways is through the esports
lab they were able to build in BGSU’s
Offenhauer towers last spring. Although
they only had it for two weeks until classes
went full online and they no longer
had access to it, Corfee saw this as an
important step forward.
“The school completely funded the
project. They bought us 20 brand new
computers, 20 brand new chairs and a
bunch of things, which was just huge.
Because practicing in that room with
your teammates in line as opposed to
all spread out or in their own rooms
over voice chat is just two very different
energies. People are able to improve a lot
more this way,” he said.
Through this lab, the success their
teams have seen and how many of their
teams are competing in the newly formed
MAC esports league, they have the tools to
improve immensely, Corfee said.
With the cancellation of many fall
sports and the ways in which esports
differs from more “traditional” sports are

reasons why they have this opportunity to
rise in legitimacy.
“It may be called ‘esports,’ but I’d say it’s
actually a lot different than other sports
because it’s obviously less physically
compelling, other than your wrists and
your fingers,” he said. “With football,
you’re just watching football. But with
esports, you’re getting a much larger
range, because you can watch literally any
game under the sun.”
Exposing new people to esports is a
goal of Corfee’s this semester, as having
a fanbase to back players is an important
part of a team’s success.
“One of the most important things
about esports is having that fanbase to
back you, and having that team of people
behind you that aren’t even playing to
support you,” he said. “We’re ready to
show people that BG is a force to be
reckoned with.” n

“One of the most
important things about
esports is having that
fanbase to back you,
and having that team of
people behind you that
aren’t even playing to
support you ...”
— Mat Corfee —
President
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Hallie Riley | Campus Editor

Positive Cases of COVID-19 Reported to BGSU

From Sept. 1 to Sept. 8, Chief Health Officer
Ben Batey reported 62 students who tested
positive for coronavirus on BGSU’s main
campus and one student reported positive
on the Firelands’ campus.
There have been 138 cumulative cases at
the university since the beginning of March.
One student is currently occupying
the university’s reserved isolation spaces
at Falcon Landing, and nine students are
quarantining in their residence halls.
So far, no employees have contributed to
positive cases this week.
Since March 2020, BGSU has conducted
a total of 502 tests for asymptomatic people
and has an overall positivity rate of 1.6%. n

Includes positive COVID-19 cases reported to BGSU from health departments,
medical providers and self-report. Includes one (1) positive student reported at
Firelands College.

This Period:

On-Campus Isolation and Quarantine
Isolation seperates individuals who have tested positive for COVID-19 from others
who are not sick to minimize the spread. Quarantine seperates individuals who have
been exposed to someone who is positive for COVID-19 from the general public.

Students Currently
Isolated in
University Housing:

Cumulative:

62

138

62 Students
0 Employees
9/1/20 - 9/8/20

Students Currently
Quarantined in
Residence Halls:

1

130 Students
8 Employees
3/1/20 - 9/8/20

9

99% beds available
As of 9/8/20

As of 9/8/20

Survillance testing of individuals without symptoms
Surveillance testing is exploratory testing of asymptomatic individuals who have returned to campus. Additional surveillance testing will occur weekly.

Total Tests:

502

Overall Positivity Rate:

8

1.6%

8 Students
0 Employees
since March 2020

since March
2020

Read the rest at bgfalconmedia.com

Total Positives:

since March
2020
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guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

ᢙ
4 9 prizesudoku
⁛

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE

Play more Sudoku and

The Sudoku Source of

win prizes at:

.com

“BG News”.
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1. Engine
6. Hearing organs
10. Trees of the genus Quercus
14. Give a speech
15. Tidy
16. Algonquian Indian
17. City in France
18. Spanish lady
19. Eatery
20. Powered by electricity
22. Colored part of an eye
23. Not many
24. A type of tree
26. Silly talk
30. Pursue
32. Electronic letters
33. Unoriginality
37. Adjoin
38. Record player
39. Not false
40. Cowards
42. Bet

43.
44.
45.
47.
48.
49.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Brood
By mouth
Container weight
Ear-related
Relaxing
Provide with a permanent
fund
7. Eternity
8. Hindu princess
9. Separating the notes
10. Not oriental
11. A kind of macaw
12. Liquor from
fermented milk
33. You (archaic)
13. Views
34. Therefore
21. Regulation (abbrev.) 35. Litigates
25. East southeast
36. Arid
26. Pile
38. Relating to posture
27. Part of an ear
41. Ribonucleic acid
28. Mangle
42. Attractive
29. Yellow gentian
44. Pelt
30. Hag
45. Trim
31. Ancient units of
46. Attendants of knights
liquid measure
47. Discourage
48. Russian emperor
50. Agreeable
51. A hemispherical roof
52. 2 2 2 2
Follow as a result
53. Picnic insects
Filamentous
54. French for "Head"
Small fatty European fish
55. God of love
Grayish brown
Defrost
Downplay
Palm starch
Violent disturbance
Proprietor
Anagram of "Rave"
Cap
Slogan
A musical pause
Lascivious look
SSSS

If

163 S. MAIN
419.353.2277

www.sambs.com
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